3RD ERA (2400 – 2351 BC): 3RD SIGN SCORPIO “SEED OF SATAN”

STAR PROPHECY

Scorpio threatens: facing towards the Lord Jesus upon the Cross in Libra. We see the ancient and visceral antagonism between the Seed of the Woman (Jesus Christ) and the Seed of Satan (people of the world who hate God and his Son).

There are 44 visible stars in Scorpio. The spiritual number 44 means “BLOOD-THIRSTY MURDERS”.

The star Antares in the heart of Scorpio means “The Wounding”. Marking the tip of his tail is the star Lesath which means “Sting”.

The stars at the front of Scorpio are not the claws: they are either mouth parts, eyes, or fangs of the scorpion. The claws are extended and stretch out around the victim in Libra.

Jesus sacrifice on the Cross overcame the power of Satan to kill and destroy, because he rose up from the grave to live for evermore.

But how many Christians know the confession of our faith “Where O Death is your Sting?” is an allusion to the Star Sign Scorpio?

HISTORICAL EVENTS

Egypt was a dominant power in the world. The capital of Egypt was Memphis in the Nile Delta: one of the largest cities in the world: near the pyramids. But the Old Kingdom is aging and is in decline at this time.

Scorpio has a strong association to Egypt. Scorpio can be visualised as the Nile River, its tail in the heart of Africa, its head in the Delta: stars in the head representing the four main gods of Egypt warding off, by magical powers, the religion of Shem: (Messiah).

Egypt has a strong association to Sorcery. The Old Kingdom took the words of the Snake in the garden seriously: “you shall be gods”. In this era, for the 1st time, magical incantations were inscribed in the wall of a tomb of a Pharaoh (Unas). The spells were to be recited by Pharaoh in the afterlife. One spell called gods to bring down a ladder with which he could climb into heaven; another spell called gods to bring down a ferry to take him up.

2392 BC Last stone royal Egyptian pyramid: built by Pharaoh Unas.

2373 BC Nahor (son of Serug) is born